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GP: Well, do I understand correctly, that I'd attach to it [the referral]
thiswholebundle, if someone therewants to quickly glance through
it. How much would it then... ? If I'm completely honest, having
worked as a replacement for a specialist at one time, I sense that
the less extra [paperwork] one got beyond one's own specialty the
happier mostcolleagues were. Sowhat isthestandpoint of theseniors
here... ?

Researcher 1: This is an interesting question when there is so much
material coming from the personal physician.

GP: Docs it make a difference for how the process gets started in that
end [in specialized hospital care]? Because if one learns this, [...]
so that one just learns to use this tool, then one just does it. Surely
at some point this will be moved from paper-and-pencil over to the
other type...

Researcher 1: ... Soon, over to Pegasos... [computerized medical records
system currently being implemented in the primary health care system of
Helsinki]

GP: ... yes, so surely it will be much easier in there... or somehow
to pickit up from there. Or maybe some aid might do it there, or
something like that...

Nepbrologist: But in my opinion,when someone hasdone thiswork, this
will be useful for all.

Researcher I: There isno reason not to sendit all withasmall statement,
telling that "here is background information which may be helpful,
and I am ready to discuss if needed," something like this.

Researcher 3: I think H [researcher 2] was thinking, "whynot attach this
careagreement to the next referral."

GP: Yes, but in my opinion it would also require thesecare calendars.

Researcher 3: Aha, thoseshould be added to it, yes.

Researcher 1: Thosecalendars were clearly very important tools for you
when you sorted through allof this.

GP: Yes, that's how I started to make sense of the reality in which the
lady had lived the years before returning to Finland andafter it.

Researcher 1: Yes.

GP: It was not easy in the first consultation. I kind of thoughtwhen I
waswriting down those calendars that if I only had had this land of
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atool then. So that I would have been able to arrange these issues
at once according tosome jointly agreed-upon model. I experienced
thisas verygood.

Researcher 1: Right, yes.

GP: Imean, the first contact is heavy because there are so many things,
and they have to besorted, and that takes time. But it pays off in the
longer run.

Researcher I: Excellent, well, let's quickly sum this up. Surely it is like
you [nephrologist] said, when such awork hasbeen done, there is no
sense in keeping it to one'sself. [... ]And it will be niceto hear what
land of feedback you'll get on your referrals. [... ]

GP: I could include an attachment, or an attachment to a referral I
already sent

Nephrologist: May I saysomething?

Researcher 1: Yes.

Nepbrologist: Now before this work is completed, it may be that some
body kind of, not gets aggravated but wonders, if these care agree
mentsbegin to comein, before this practice has been officially fixed
andits implementation announced.

Researcher 1: Right, so in this case...

Nepbrologist: ... So this is at an early stage. So I think that if we now
send it, surely the physician whoreceives the referral isglad to get as
muchinformation as possible. Butit mayrequire asmall explanation.

Researcher 1: Just so.

GP: Yes.

This lengthy excerpt can beused todemonstrate theutility ofall five prin
ciples of activity theory in the analysis of emerging forms of distributed
agency atwork. First of all, the principle of object orientation guides us
to ask: What is actually the object here? What are these people talking
about and trying to accomplish? In the excerpt, the talkis focused on the
use and development of tools. This is triggered by the initial question of
Researcher 2: "What are wegoing to dowiththis agreement, what will be
done with it now?"In effect, the tools seem to havebecome the object here.
We have analyzed such object-toolshifts in othercontexts (Engcstrom &
Escalante, 1995; Hasu & Engestrom, 2000; seealso the care plan analyzed
inChapter 5of this book) and found themtobevery problematic. Oftenthe
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tool actually replaces the original object and becomes asubstitute object,
creating ahermetic bubble ofdesign for thesake ofdesign. The object (the
client, the patient, the illness) isexcluded from the discourse. Is this what
is happening in the preceding excerpt?

Early on in the excerpt, Researcher 2 specifies her initial question by
bringing in the patient: "And now that O [the GP] refers R [the patient]
to different places..." A little later, the GP brings in the patient with an
identitysituated intimeand place: "Yes, that's howIstarted tomake sense of
the reality inwhichthe lady had lived the years before returning to Finland
andafter it." And shortlyafterthat, the GP takes up the objectof patients
with multiple simultaneous illnesses in a more general sense: "I mean, the
first contact is heavy because there are so many things, and they have to
be sorted, and that takes time. But it pays off in the longer run." These
references to the object indicate that the object-tool shift in this case may
not leadto the formation of a self-sufficientsubstitute object.

The second principle, mediation by tools and signs, asks us to look at the
potentials of artifacts as means of eliciting ortriggering voluntary action. As
I mentioned earlier in this chapter, rudimentary prompts maybe regarded
as early forms of mediated collective intentionality. The discussion in the
excerpt focuses on thecreation and implementation of such arudimentary
prompt. Researcher1statesthat "There is no reasonnot to send it allwith a
small statement, telling that'hereisbackground information which maybe
helpful, and I am ready to discuss if needed,' something like this." The GP
agrees and suggests that "I could include an attachment, or an attachment
to a referral I already sent." Finally, the experienced nephrologist refines
theidea: "Butit mayrequire asmall explanation." This isan example of the
design phase of mediated collective intentionality.

The third principle, mutual constitution ofactions and activity, calls atten
tion to the relationship between decision making and envisioning. The
excerpt shows howactivity-level envisioning began to approach and resem
ble action-level decision making. The participants were working on a
future-oriented model: "this isatan early stage." Yet, theywere also working
out a here-and-now decision: "I could include an attachment." What was

particularly future-oriented about this decision was that the participants
agreed that not only would the new mediating artifacts (care agreement,
care map, care calendar) be attached to the referrals of this patient, they
would also be introduced by a short note explaining their purpose to the
receiving specialist. This note was to have a standard text prepared by the
researchers and signed by the respective managing physicians of the pri
marycare and the Central University Hospital. Yet, this general note was
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to be prepared quickly so that this particular physician could use it in the
referrals for this specific patient. Inotherwords, theparticular decision was
simultaneously a general vision.

The fourth principle directs our analysis to contradictions and deviations
as source ofchange. In the excerpt, the initial questioning of Researcher 2
revealed a contradiction between administrative efficiency and patient-
oriented quality of care. This tension was crisply articulated by the GP:
"How much would it then... ? If I'm completely honest, having worked
as a replacement for a specialist at one time, I sense that the less extra
[paperwork] one got beyond one's own specialty the happier most col
leagues were." The decisive push to resolve the dilemma in an expansive
mannercame from the nephrologist, who pointed out succinctly that the
work done bytheGP should notbewasted. Thisstatementwas asignificant
deviating action in that it came asif from the other sideof the fence, from
a leadinghospital specialist whose positionwould normally suggesta very
different script of reasoning.

The fifth principle,historicity, prompts us to askwhat historical type of
workand collaborationis beingperformedin the excerpt.The excerpt,and
more generally all three examples from the laboratory sessions previously
presented, represent anattemptto breakoutof theconfines ofmedical care
divided horizontallyinto strictly bounded functional specialties and verti
cally into separate levels of expertise. The conscious aim in those sessions
wasto achieve negotiated knotworkingbetween practitionersand patients.
It isnotyetclearwhatit will take to make suchknotworking sustainable, or
indeed whether it will even be possible in the near future. These sessions
may thus be regarded as spearheads, microcosms that anticipate possible
future developments in healthcare.

Learning Agency in a Landscape ofKnotworking
and Social Production

The five principles ofactivity theory justsketched and used offer a frame
work for analyzing agency. Theseprinciples do not assume that the foun
dational agent is an individual. To the contrary, all five principles, most
obviously the principle of mutual constitution of actions and activity, the
principle ofcontradictions assource ofchange, andtheprinciple ofhistoric
itycall fora serious examination of the social constitution andinstitutional
embeddedness of agency.

The fictional caseof Hillerman's The SinisterPigand the empiricalmate
rial fromour fieldwork in medical settingspoint toan emerginglandscape of
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knotworking and social production in which agency and collective inten
tionality may be taking on interesting new qualities. Earlier I suggested
that the nature of agency in network organizations may be condensed in
the imperative "Connectand reciprocate." Now thisno longerseems suf
ficient. First of all, in both the ficitional and empiricalexamples I havedis
cussed, the connecting and reciprocating arefocused on and circling around a
complex object. Secondly, the connectingand reciprocatingare done in fields
of multiple, often severely divided activity systems. Reaching beyond and
across the dividingboundaries and gaps between activity systemsneeds to
be acknowledged as a foundational feature of this type of agency - per
haps better characterized as /'nreragency. Tentatively, the imperative of this
type of agency might be formulated as "Dwell in the object; connect and
reciprocate across boundaries."5

Formations such as the agentic collaboration between actors in The
Sinister Pigor the knotworking between practitioners and patients in our
laboratory sessions in Helsinki performa dual job:theysolve verycomplex
problems and contribute to the reshaping of the entire way of working in
their given fields. They are very cost-efficient in that they do not require
establishing new positions or new organizational centers. Indeed, these
formations tend to rejectsuch attempts. Rejectionand deviationfromstan
dard proceduresand scripted norms are foundational to the success of such
formations. Their efficacy and value lie in their distributed agency, their
collective intentionality.

In a world of work that seeks ways to organize collaboration beyond
teams, the learning challenge isabove all thatofconstructing andacquiring
distributed agency. In Chapters 3, 4, and 8 of this book, I have repeatedly
usedand enriched the conceptsof coordination,cooperation,and commu
nicationasascheme that describes onedimension of the learningchallenge
involved in the formationand functioningof teams.Teamsat their best are
excellent in cooperativesolving of problems. They run into troubleand find
their limitswhen faced with objects that require questioning the division
of labor, rules,and boundaries of the teamand the widerorganization - in
short, reflective communication.

What mightbe the natureofagency, coordination, andlearninginsocial
production and amoeba-like wildfire activities? What are the basicpatterns
of movement in such a landscape?Table 9.1 sketches a first answer to these
questions by presenting rough historical characterizations of dominant

Bydwelling in the object I meana longitudinal dialogical relationship with the object that
goesbeyond focusing on or appropriating the object.



Table 9.1. Frameworkfor conceptualizing distributed agency: toward socialproduction

Nature ofobject Locus ofagency
Dominant mode

of interaction

Coordinating
mechanism Learning movement

Craft

Mass production

Personal object

Problematic

object

Individual actor

Team

Coordination

Cooperation

Identification and

subordination

Process management

Peripheral
participation,
gradual transition
toward the center

Focal involvement,
linear and vertical

Socialproduction Runaway object Knots in

mycorrhizae
Reflective

communication

Negotiation and peer
review

improvement

Expansive swarming
engagement,

multi-directional
pulsation
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features ofcraft, mass production, andsocial production. Co-configuration
as described byVictorandBoynton (1998) would appear to beatransitional
form betweenmassproduction andsocial production.

It seems that reflective communication is one aspect of the distributed
agency required in knotworking. But it is only the interactional aspect. I
will now sketcha more complete framework for analysis anddevelopment
of agency in and for alandscape of knotworking andsocial production. The
framework is condensed in Table 9.1.

In the first column ofTable 9.1, mainlythe notion of arunaway object
requires further elaboration at this point. The notion is related to the
concept of a runaway world, developed by Giddens (1991, 2000). Claudio
Ciborra (2002, p. 98) characterizes the phenomenon as follows:

We experience controlin the ageofglobalization asmore limited than ever.
We are creatingnew global phenomena (global warming and greenhouse
effects, nuclearthreats,global productionprocesses, andso on) that we are
able to master only in part. Although information infrastructures appear
to be important instruments for governing global phenomena, they pos
sessambiguities which make their eventualoutcome difficult to determine.
Consequently, they may serve to curb our control capabilities just asmuch
as they enhance them.

In Hillerman's fictional case presented in this chapter, the runaway object
wastraffickingin narcotics. In the empirical healthcarecase, it waschronic
illness. Runaway objects have the potential to escalate and expandup to a
global scale of influence.They are objectsthat are poorlyunder anybody's
control andhave far-reaching, unexpected side effects. Actor-network theo
rists(Law, 1991) point out that suchobjectsare often monsters: They seem
to havealife oftheir own that threatensour securityandsafetyin manyways.
They arecontested objectsthat generate oppositionandcontroversy. They
can also be powerfully emancipatory objects that open up radically new
possibilities of development and well-being, as exemplified by the Linux
operating system.

Contrary to mega-projects (Altshuler & Luberoff, 2003; Flyvbjerg,
Bruzelius, & Rothengatter,2003),most runaway objectsdo not startout as
big and risky. More commonly, they begin as small problemsor marginal
innovations, which makes their runaway potential difficult to predict and
utilize.They often remaindormant,invisible, or unseen for lengthy periods
of time, until they breakout in the form of acute crises or breakthroughs
(e.g., Vickers, 2001).
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In the second column of Table 9.1, the most demanding concept is
mycorrbizae. I useit muchin the same general sense in which Deleuze and
Guattari (1987) used theconcept ofrhizome. Theywanted tohighlight the
importanceof horizontaland multidirectionalconnections in human lives,
incontrast tothedominant vertical, treelike images ofhierarchy. Originally
abiological concept, rhizome refers toahorizontal underground stem,such
asfound in many ferns, where onlythe leaves may bevisible. As such,I find
the implications of rhizome somewhatlimited.

I am more interested in the invisible organic textureunderneath visible
fungi. Such a formation is calledmycorrhizae. It is a symbioticassociation
between a fungus and the roots or rhizoids of a plant. Fungi are not able
to ingest their food, as animals do, nor can they manufacture their own
food, as plants do. Instead, fungi feed by absorbing nutrients from their
environment. They accomplish this by growing through and within the
substrate on whichthey feed. This filamentous growth meansthat the fun
gusis in intimate contactwith its surroundings; it hasa very largesurface
areacompared to its volume. Most plantsrelyon a symbiotic fungus to aid
them in acquiring waterand nutrients from the soil. The specialized roots
that the plantsgrowand the fungus that inhabits them are together known
as mycorrhizae, or fungal roots. The fungus, with its large surface area, is
able to soak up water and nutrients over a large area and provide them to
the plant. In return, the plant provides energy-rich sugars manufactured
through photosynthesis.

The visiblemushrooms are reproductive structures. Even these struc
tures arc sometimes quite large,but the invisible bodyof the fungus, myc
orrhizae, can be truly amazing. When moleculartechniqueswereused,one
Michigan fungus {Armillaria bulbosa), which grewin tree roots andsoiland
had a body constructed of tubular filaments, was found to extend over an
area of 37 acres and to weigh 110 tons, equivalent to the weight of a blue
whale. Aneven larger fungal clone of Armillaria ostoyae, reported earlier in
the state of Washington,coveredover 1,500acres.Each clone began with
the germination ofasinglesporeover 1,000 years ago.Although theyprob
ablyhavefragmented and are no longer continuous bodies,suchorganisms
giveus a reason to think about what constitutes an individual.

A mycorrhiza is difficult, if not impossible, to bound and close,yet it is
not indefiniteor elusive. It isveryhard to Idll but alsovulnerable. It maylie
dormant for lengthy periods of drought or cold and then generate vibrant
visible mushrooms when the conditions are right. It is made up of hetero
geneous participants workingsymbiotically, thriving on mutually beneficial
and alsoexploitative partnerships with plants and other organisms.
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AsI seeit, knotworking eventually requires amycorrhiza-like formation
as its medium or base. In Hillerman's case, the interconnections between
the actors depicted in Figure 9.1 may be seenasa simplemycorrhiza-like
formation. In the health care case, the laboratory sessions that brought
together the patient and medical professionals from different clinics were
an attempt to triggerthe creation of a mycorrhiza. Such a formation typi
cally doesnot havestrictlydefined criteria for membership, but itsmembers
can be identifiedby their activism. The 2,605 development team members
andthe 1,562 bug reportingteam members of the Linux mycorrhizaemen
tioned by Lee andCole (2003) were identifiedon the basis oftheir publicly
available contributionsto the development and perfectionof the object, the
Linux operatingsystem. It is very likely that a mycorrhiza includesa large
varietyofmembers, ranging from grassroots activists, clients,or victims to
certified professionals, researchers, entrepreneurs, and spokespersons.

A mycorrhiza issimultaneously aliving, expanding process (orbundleof
developingconnections)anda relatively durable, stabilized structure; both
a mental landscape or mindscape (Zerubavel, 1997) and a material infras
tructure. In this, it resembles the cognitive trails of Cussins (1992) and the
flow architecture described by Knorr-Cetina(2003, p. 8) as"a reflexive form
ofcoordination that is flat (non-hiearchical) in character while at the same
timebeingbased onacomprehensive summary viewof things- thereflected
and projected global context and transaction system."

As we haveseen in this book, the triangular model of anactivitysystem
is a functioning tool for the analysis of teams and organizations. But does
it have any use when we step into the fluid world of mycorrhizae? The
answer is that horizontal and invisiblemycorrhizae do not eliminate visi
ble,erect, bounded, andinstitutionalized activity systems. As I pointed out
earlier, mycorrhizae depend on plant roots and generate mushrooms that
are visible, vertical, and more or less durable. Knorr-Cetina (2003, p. 18)
points out thatthe mycorrhiza-like formation ofglobal financial markets is
crucially dependenton institutionalized, stable bridgehead centers. In Hiller
man's fictional case, the mycorrhiza was punctuated by the institutional
activity systems of law enforcement agencies. In the health care case, the
differentpractitioners who come togetherto form atemporary knot repre
sent and return to their clinics.Without these "plants" and "mushrooms,"
the knotworking mycorrhizaewill not takeshape. If anything,careful anal
yses of the dynamics of the activity systems involved arc more important
than ever before.

The fourth column of Table 9.1 sketches the typical coordinating
mechanisms in different types of production. In craft-based organizations,
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where each practitioner is focused onhis orher own object or fragment of
theobject, practitioners are commonly held together byexternally imposed
or tradition-based identification and subordination. In industrial organiza
tions, teamsemerged as units for cooperative solvingof problems. Their
efforts are typically coordinated by various forms of explicit process man
agement. However, teams run into trouble and find their limits when faced
with objects that require constant questioning and reconfiguration of the
division of labor, rules, and boundaries of the team and the widerorgani
zation - in short, negotiation across horizontaland vertical boundaries of
the given process.

Negotiation is a central coordinating mechanism of the distributed
agency required in knotworking within social production. Negotiation is
required when the object of the activityis unstable, resists attempts at con
trol and standardization, and requires rapid integration of expertise from
various locations and traditions. Negotiation is more than an instrumental
search for asingular, isolated compromise decision. It isbasically aconstruc
tion of anegotiatedorder(Strauss, 1978) inwhichthe participants canpursue
their intersecting activities. As Firth (1995, p. 7) put it, "in quite implicit
ways, negotiation activity implicates the discourse process itself, revolving
around such things as acceptability of categories used to describe objects
or concepts, and the veridicality of facts, reasons or assessments." Putnam
(1994, pp.339-340) goes astep further andpoints out thatsuccessful nego
tiations tend to transformthe dispute, not just reach an instrumental end:

By transforming a dispute, I refer to the extent that a conflict has expe
rienced fundamental changes as a result of the negotiation. Fundamen
tal changes might entail transformingthe way individuals conceive of the
other person, their relationship, the conflictdilemma,or the social-political
situation In the transformative approach, conflicts areno longer prob
lems to be resolved; rather, they arc opportunities to create a new social
reality, a new negotiated order, a differentdefinition of a relationship, or a
transformed situation.

As noted previously by Lee and Cole, social production such as the
Open Source software movementisdependent on constant, publicly acces
sible critical commentary and peer review. When peer review becomes
reciprocal, open, and continuous, it coincides with Putnam's notion of
transformative negotiation.

In the fifth columnof Table 9.1,again all three layers need to be briefly
explained. Peripheralparticipation refersto novicesmoving gradually toward
aperceived centerof anactivity orcommunityof practice (Lave &Wenger,
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1991). Focal involvement involves intense closure around a shared prob
lem object. Expansive swarming engagement refers to more multidirectional
movementwhere the participants disperse to pursue theirvarious trails and
to expand the scope of the mycorrhizae, but also return andcome together
in various ways to contribute to the forging of the runaway object. The
notion of swarming, or swarm intelligence, comes from the study of dis
tributed collaboration patterns among social insects such asantsand bees
(Bonabeau, Dorigo, & Thcraulaz, 1999). Models from the insect worlds
aresimulated to build systems of artificial intelligence. Interestingly, myc
orrhizae behave somewhat similarly to the social insects: When one of
the filaments contacts a food supply, the entire fungal colony mobilizes
and reallocates resources to exploit the new food. Unfortunately, popular
applications of the notion of swarming in studies on organizations and
innovations(e.g., Gloor, 2006) have thus far added little to the basic idea.

Expansive swarming is not just hectic active movement. It has multi
ple rhythms of improvisation and persistence that correspond to the dual
dynamics of swift situational concerted action and pursuit of a repeat
edly reconfigured long-term perspective in knotworking. Improvisation
has attracted the attention of organizational researchers seeking models
for swift trust and weakly scripted but well-focused collaborative prob
lem solving in jazzand other forms of improvisedcollective performance.
Persistence refers to patientdwelling on the objectoverlong periods of time,
alternating between intense actionand more detached observation or even
partial withdrawal. It includes pausing, backing up, regrouping, and find
ingdetours ornewopeningsin the face of obstacles. Interestingly, Whorf's
(1956) classic description of preparation in Hopi culture displays some cru
cial features of persistence:

A characteristic of Hopi behavior is the emphasis on preparation. This
includesannouncingandgetting readyforeventswellbeforehand, elaborate
precautions to insure persistence ofdesired conditions, andstress on good
will asthe preparer of right results. (Whorf, 1956, p. 148)

To the Hopi, forwhom time isnot motion buta"gettinglater" of everything
thathaseverbeendone,unvaryingrepetitionisnot wasted but accumulated.
It is storingup an invisible changethat holds over into laterevents. (Ibid.,
p. 151)

Moving horizontally across the last layerin Table 9.1, the agencycalled for
in knotworking may be summarizedasnegotiated communicative engagement
withrunaway objects in knots andmycorrhizae. This is a fairly challenging, if
not monstrous, string of words.Perhaps that is unavoidable.
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Figure 9.2. Historical types of production completed: toward social production.

In Chapter8,1 presented a figure that summarized the historical types
of production andtheir internal tensions (Figure 8.5). I will now complete
the figure by placing the emergingsocial production in it (Figure 9.2).

Social production isnot limited to open-source software production, as
evidencedby phenomenasuchasWikipedia andthe free sciencemovement
(Kelty, 2005). Although social productionis still in its infancy, the inward-
outwarddimensionused in Figure 8.5 may be tentativelyapplied to it. The
inward orientation is exemplified by the Linux developers, whose main
interesthasbeen the creation andcontinuousimprovementofatechnically
impressive shareable product. The outward orientation is exemplified by
the community called The Synaptic Leap (http://thesynapticleap.org/?q= ).
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It isanopen-source biomedical research community thatdescribes itsobject
as follows:

Diseases found exclusively in tropical regions predominantly afflict poor
people in developing countries. The typical profit-driven pharmaceutical
economic model fails with these diseases because there is simply no money
tobemade. However, theveryfact thatthere's no profit incentive toresearch
thesediseases makesthem perfectcandidates foropensource styleresearch;
there's no profitincentive to keep secrets either. Our pilot research com
munities focusing on tropical diseases are: Malaria, schistosomiasis, tuber
culosis.

It is too early to judge to what extent The Synaptic Leap will be able
to produce new ways to combat tropical diseases. However, as Benkler
(2006, p. 121) observes, itssuccess isnotdependent on medical researchers'
benevolenceonly:

The capital cost of effective economic action in the industrial economy
shuntedsharingto itseconomicperipheries (.-•). The emergingrestructur
ingofcapital investment indigital networks- in particular, the phenomenon
of user-capitalized computation and communications capabilities - are at
leastpartlyreversing that effect.

When this technological and economic opportunity is combined with a
powerfulrunaway object suchastropical diseases, something radically new
may indeed emerge. However, as the metaphor of mycorrhizae reminds
us, this is happeningin a field of symbiotic forms. Most of the researchers
involved in The Synaptic Leap will continue working in their traditional
research institutions while contributing simultaneously to the open-source
effort.This opensup an interesting landscape of learning to negotiate and
balance multiple parallel loyalties, both mutuallyenriching and hostile to
one another.

The concepts of the framework suggested in this chapter are far from
completed andstabilized. They arc first approximations meant to open up
a field for further debate, theoretical work, and experimentation in activ
ity fields with complex runaway objects, seeking to build collaboration in
knotlike ways, beyond the models of stable, well-bounded institutions and
teams.
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